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Abstract
A general software system for construction, editing and optimization of Markov decision
processes ranging from traditional models and hierarchic Markov processes to multi-level
hierarchic processes is presented. A short description of the system is given and the facil-
ities are illustrated through a sow model defined as a 3-levelhierarchic Markov process
combining decisions on two time scales. Emphasis is put on modeling tricks that may
simplify the structure or speed up the calculations which inreal world models are of vast
dimensions.

1 Introduction

Herd management science has a long and strong tradition for application of Markov de-
cision processes for decision support. For a survey of studies, reference is made to [6].
Recent examples include [1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15]. From a theoretical point of view,
the development of hierarchic Markov processes [5] and multi-level hierarchic Markov
processes [8] has widened the applicational scope of the techniques. Even though the
methods are obvious for solving sequential decision problems under risk and numerous
applications have been described in literature, the lack ofstandard software is considered
to be a true bottleneck for a more widespread use.

The lack of standard software is a limitation in two senses. Firstly, a software package
with a good user interface is important for the comprehension of the method among stu-
dents and young scientists who may easily construct small models serving as examples.
Secondly, when it comes to real world models, it requires a rather high level of experi-
ence with software construction to build a working prototype if no standard software is
available. This applies in particular, when the more sophisticated algorithms like policy
iteration [2] and hierarchical algorithms are used. That isprobably the reason that most
studies reported in literature have used the more straight forward value iteration algorithm
[2].

The benefits of a good software system become obvious if we turn our attention to
the area of Bayesian Networks [3] where the HuginTM software system through a very
illustrative graphical user interface demonstrates the basic concepts of the method in an



Figure 1: The “Process tree” window of the MLHMP software

excellent way to the apprentice and provides a comprehensive application programming
interface for the professional user. The only attempt knownto the author to make a stan-
dard software system for Markov decision processes was doneby Kennedy [4] who sup-
plied the so-called GPDP(General Purpose Dynamic Programming) software written in
Basic. Unfortunately, the GPDP software neither fulfills the need for demonstration pur-
poses nor the needs of a professional user.

In this paper a software system called MLHMP(Multi-Level Hierarchic Markov Pro-
cesses) is introduced. The user interface and general facilities ofthe system is described,
and an example of application to a 3-level model with decisions on two different time
scales is given. Emphasis is put on modeling tricks that may simplify the structure or
speed up the calculations which in real world models are of vast dimensions. The ambi-
tion of the MLHMP software is to provide a tool which is somewhere between HuginTM
and GPDP. More specifically, MLHMP is supposed to fulfill the need of the apprentice
for demonstration, but only to some extent the needs of a professional user (very large
models still need software specifically designed for the problem in question). A Users’
Guide [7] to MLHMP is available.

2 The MLHMP software

2.1 Facilities of the programme

The MLHMP software has a graphical user interface for construction and editing of multi-
level hierarchic Markov processes. Since ordinary Markov decision processes as well as
bi-level hierarchic processes are just special cases, suchmodels may be handled as well.
As illustrated in Figure 1, models are shown in a tree-like hierarchic structure, where
the founder process always is displayed as the root node at the upper left corner of the
window. A node of the tree is either a process, a stage, a stateor an action. The child
nodes of a process are stages and child nodes of a stage are states etc. An action is either
a leaf node which means that the parameters (reward, output,transition probabilities) are
defined directly, or it has one and only one child which accordingly is a child process. A
node may display as expanded (showing its children) or collapsed. A mouse click changes
the state of the node from collapsed to expanded and vice versa.

It is possible to build models from scratch and to edit existing models using this in-
terface to successively add processes, stages, states and actions until the structure of the



Figure 2: The “Results” window of the MLHMP software

model is finished. In order to transform the graphic tree image to a working model, a com-
pilation creating the model is necessary. After compilation, the parameters of the model
may be entered using a specific node editor window. Having entered all parameters, the
model may be optimized by policy iteration or value iteration as desired. Optimal policies
may be calculated under three different criteria of optimality. The value of the objective
function under the optimal policy as well as a log of the iteration may be inspected in a
separate “Optimization log” window (not shown). The optimal policy is displayed as a
large table in a separate “Result” window (Figure 2). The table may also show the present
value (or - depending on criteria of optimality - the relative value) of all actions.

A probabilistic simulation facility is available in order to investigate the consequences
of non-optimal policies. Alternative policies may be specified in the “Result” window, and
the consequences calculated by Markov chain simulation areshown in the “Optimization
log” window. Finally models may be saved and loaded to/from disk.

2.2 Technical description

The MLHMP software is programmed entirely in Java. It is therefore independent of
platform. In practice it has been tested under Microsoft Windows 95/98, IBM OS/2 Warp
4.0 and Unix (Sun Solaris). It is free and may be downloaded and installed directly from
the internet1.

2.2.1 Basic object classes

All model elements are represented as object classes. An entire model is represented as
an array of levels, where each level in turn is an array of processes.

Basically a process is represented as an array of stages, a stage as an array of states,
and a state as an array of actions supplemented by fields for selected action and the value
function under value iteration (i.e.,fi(n) of 1 and similar expressions for expected reward
and output until the end of the current process).fi(n) = maxd frdi (n) +Xj pdij(n)�dij(n)fj(n + 1)g; 8i � I; 8n < N (1)

whererdi (n) is the reward under actiond of statei at stagen, pdi1(n); : : : ; pdiJ(n) are the
corresponding transition probabilities, and�di1(n); : : : ; �diJ(n) are the discount factors.

1 http://www.prodstyr.ihh.kvl.dk/software/mlhmp.html



An action in turn is an object class defined as

public class StateInstant {
float reward;
float output;
Object discount;
ProbabilityProvider transition;
float result;
Stage next_stage;
Process child;
boolean terminator;
String label;
MutableTreeNode parent; }

where the fieldsreward andoutput are self explanatory. The fielddiscount con-
tains the stage length(s). It may either be an array offloat values or just a singleFloat
value depending on whether or not stage length depends on next state. Theresult field
contains the value in brackets on the right hand side of 1, i.e. before maximization over
actions. Thenext_stage field is a pointer to next stage; thechild field is either
null (at the bottom level) or it contains a pointer to the relevantchild process. The
terminator field has the valuetrue if the action may terminate the current process
before the final stage (this facility will be illustrated later). The label field is just an
explanatory text string, and theparent field is necessary for drawing the process tree
image shown in Figure 1.

The most sophisticated field of an action (or aStateInstant as it is denoted in
the programme code) is thetransition field which has to be an instant of a sub-
class of theabstract ProbabilityProvider class. Any extended classmust
define a methodget(j) returning the probability of observing statej at the next stage
(which in turn is known from thenext_stage field. This very general representa-
tion of the transition probabilities has many advantages inparticular in relation to mem-
ory needs of the model. The defaultProbabilityProvider class is a so-called
ArrayProbabilityProvider class just representing the transition probabilities as
a simple array. Other possibleProbabilityProvider subclasses generate determin-
istic transitions (where one statej 0 has the probability 1 and all other have the probabil-
ity zero), sparse transitions (where only a few directly defined future states have non-
zero probabilities), normal distributions, poisson distributions or binomial distributions.
Other subclasses may be defined as convenient. The choice of the most appropriate
ProbabilityProvider is often a tradeoff between memory and time. If the stan-
dardArrayProbabilityProvider is used, the relevant probability is always avail-
able, but ifnext_stage has many states, this way of representation is very memory
consuming. IfJ denotes the number of states, theArrayProbabilityProvider
storesJ float values, whereas the deterministic subclass only stores 1, and the other
distributions typically two. On the other hand, the latter methods require that a transition
probability is calculated each time it is needed. The user interface lets the user select the
desired distribution from a pull-down menu and prompts for entering of necessary pa-
rameters in an popup window. If the “true” distribution is one of the predefined standard
distributions, it is probably most convenient to specify them directly in terms of their pa-
rameters (e.g. mean and standard deviation for a normal distribution). Optionally, they
may afterwards be converted to simple arrays in order to speed up the calculations.



2.2.2 Basic methods

The basic operations like simulation and optimization by value iteration or policy iteration
are defined as methods at model level, but, involving many methods defined at other
levels. For instance, at process level, a method calleddeterminePolicy determines
a new policy for a process given a specific terminal or averagevalue. At action level, the
methodgetParameters collects the reward, output and transition probabilities from a
child process.

2.2.3 Plugins

Even though models may be built manually from scratch using the graphical user in-
terface, such a procedure is an extremely tedious task for real world problems. In-
stead, such models should be defined as a separate model classextending the abstract
ModelProvider class. Such classes may be considered as a kind of plugins to the
MLHMP software, and they must implement the methodgetHierarchicModelwhich
returns an entire model. The “New” menu item of the “File” menu will display a list of
properly installed plugins. Selecting a specific plugin will generate the corresponding
model. It is entirely up to the plugin to decide in what way themodel is created. It may
be as a “batch job” with everything decided in advance, or it may be through an interac-
tive dialog with the user (for instance prompting for prices, correlations, etc.). The sow
replacement model of Section 3 is generated by such a plugin.

3 The example

3.1 Description

In order to illustrate the application of the MLHMP software, we use the following sow
mating and replacement model as an example. Consider a 3-level hierarchic Markov
process with the following specification:

Founder process: Infinite time horizon
Stage: Stage length is equal to the life span of a sow in the herd
State space:Only one dummy state defined
Action space: Only one dummy action defined

Child level 1: Finite time
Stage: Stage length is equal to a reproductive cycle from weaning toweaning.

Stage number equals parity.
State space:For parityn: Litter size of parityn� 2 andn� 1. An additional

state representing a culled sow is added. The number of states equals20 �20 + 1 = 401.
Action space: Two actions defined: “Use normal boar” and “Use AI boar”.

Child level 2: Finite time
Stage: Stage length is equal to the duration of “Mating” (stage 1), “Gestation”

(stage 2) or “Suckling” (stage 3).
State space:Depends on stage:

Stage 1, “Mating”: Only one dummy state is defined.
Stage 2, “Gestation”: Mating policy used in stage 1. An additional state

representing an infertile sow is added. The number of statesequals2 + 1.
Stage 3, “Suckling”: Litter size at weaning, present parity. The size of

the state space is 20.



Action space: Depends on stage:
Stage 1, “Mating”: Mating policy (number of matings per oestrus, num-

ber of matings accepted before culling for infertility). Inthis example
two mating policies have been defined.

Stage 2, “Gestation”: Only one dummy action is defined.
Stage 3, “Suckling”: Two actions defined: “Keep the sow” and “Re-

place the sow at weaning”.

If the model had been formulated as an ordinary Markov decision process, the size of the
state space would be 193,008. To the knowledge of the author,it is the first running model
combining actions at more than one level.

3.2 Running the model in MLHMP

The model has been programmed as a plugin to MLHMP (cf. Section 2.2.3). It is called
by selecting the “New” submenu of the “File” menu. Having selected “New: Sow model,
3 levels”, popup windows will prompt the user for entering ofrelevant biological and
economic conditions. Based on this information, the model is created and displayed in
the process tree window as shown in Fig. 1. All the described facilities of the MLHMP
software for editing, optimization and simulation are now available.

3.3 Modeling tricks used in the example

Due to the object oriented design of Java, it is possible to enable the software to take
special features of a model into account by extending the standard objects used for design
of models. Some of the extensions directly supported by the program will be illustrated
by details from the example.

3.3.1 Model structure

Most models described in literature have in some sense been symmetric: Hierarchic (bi-
level) models have had two levels all over; a fixed number of alternative actions have
been defined for all states of the model (sometimes leading todefinitions of two or more
actions having exactly the same consequences); a globally fixed number of stages for all
child processes independently of the states observed, etc.

The object oriented graphical tree (Fig. 1) used for model representation by the
MLHMP software illustrates very clearly, however, that each model component (process,
stage, state or action) is unique, and may be defined with unique properties independently
of all other model components. For instance, the number of stages may vary from process
to process; different stages of the same process may have a different number of states
which in turn may contain different numbers of actions. The uniqueness may extend even
further: One action of a state may have its parameters defineddirectly, whereas another
action of the same state may be represented as a child process. Thus the number of levels
may vary depending on “where you are” in the model.

In the sow replacement model we may find many examples of such asymmetric struc-
tures. At first child level, for instance, the state “Replaced” has only one action with
directly defined parameters. The other states all contain two actions each represented by
a child process at second child level. At that level in turn, actions of very different kinds
depending on stage are defined.

The “Replaced” state of child level 1 (for parities higher than 1) as well as the “Infer-
tile” state of child level 2 (“Gestation” stage) have a special characteristic that increases



the asymmetric structure of the model. They are both so-called “Terminator” actions al-
lowing the process to skip the remaining process and jump directly to the next stage of
the parent process. Such actions display with a special iconin the process tree window,
and the MLHMP software has a popup menu allowing the user to define an action as
“Terminator”. If, for instance, it is decided at child level2 to replace a sow after weaning
of first litter, the next state to be observed in the parent process (i.e. at child level 1) is the
"Replaced" state with probability 1. We then know for certain that nothing further will
happen in the model, before a new sow is inserted. This could be modeled by letting the
process finish trough all remaining stages always staying inthe “Replaced” stage, but it
is obviously more rational to left the process skip these dummy stages and jump directly
to the new sow. That is exactly what a “Terminator” action allows.

The termination option is extremely useful in many cases. Often, the natural termina-
tion of a child process is when the animal enters a new biological phase as for instance
onset of puberty, onset of heat, or conception. This may typically happen at several con-
secutive stages with a certain probability. By defining an action as “Terminator” the pro-
cess may terminate with a specified probability, or it may continue if the animal fails to
enter the new phase.

In the sow example, two decisions are defined at tactical level. The decision to select
among the actions “Use AI boar”/“Use normal boar” and “Mating policy 0”/“Mating
policy 1” are both actions of which the time horizon equals anentire reproductive cycle
of a sow. They have, however been implemented in two very different ways. The boar
selection decision has been modeled as a true tactical decision at child level 1. This means,
that the selected action is automatically remembered during the whole process running at
child level 2. It is assumed that the decision has an influenceon litter size and on the
value of the piglets. The reward of the suckling stage at child level 2 may therefore take
the boar effect on piglet value into account, and the replacement decision of the sow may
take the boar effect on litter size into account. This way of modeling is the “correct” way.

The other tactical decision (selection of mating policy) ismodeled in a completely
different way. It has been defined as a decision at “Mating” stage of child level 2. The
decision is supposed to influence the conception rate (and thus expected stage length),
and the expected litter size as well as the costs of mating. Since, however, the “Gestation”
stage is between the “Mating” stage and the “Suckling” stagewhere the effect of mating
policy on litter size is supposed to come through, we need to define a memory state at
the “Gestation” stage in order to remember the mating policyto be used for selection of
the proper distribution of litter size at the “Suckling” stage. Unlike the boar selection
decision, the selected mating policy is not remembered at the time of weaning, where the
decision to keep or replace the sow is made. This is in fact a violation of the Markov
property assumed in all models of this kind, so this way of modeling should be avoided.
The correct representation of this decision requires that the decision is defined at child
level 1 like the boar selection decision. Alternatively, a memory state variable remember-
ing the mating policy could have been included in the definition of the state space at the
“Suckling” stage.

The mating policy decision is actually the aggregate consequence of several underly-
ing decisions (e.g. how many matings to perform in each oestrus, how many re-matings
to accept, when to start mating relative to first observationof heat etc.). It is therefore
an example of what Toft [14] denotes astemporal abstraction or more specificallymacro
actions in a review of methods for linking of decisions on multiple time scales. The un-
derlying actions are not optimized, but predefinedpolicies may be evaluated in the model.

The model of the example has been prepared for further extension with a “Child level
3” in order to obtain a more detailed representation of each of the stages “Mating”, “Ges-



tation” and “Suckling”. That is the reason for having the “Gestation” stage, which in the
present formulation might just as well have been included inthe “Mating” stage, since no
actions are defined during gestation.

In some models (not including the example) some child processes are completely
identicalexcept for the initial distribution. If we had used a dairy cow replacement model
as example, the stages of the processes at child level 2 wouldhave represented lactation
stages with typically monthly intervals. At child level 1 wecould just change the labels
from “Litter size” to “Milk yield”. A state variable at childlevel 2 would be “Milk yield of
present lactation" typically depending on the milk yield ofpresent lactation measured at
previous stage (of lactation) and milk yield of previous lactation(n�1). For the first stage
of lactation, however, wealso need the milk yield of lactation(n�2) in order to initialize
the process. Apart from this, no parameters of processes at child level 2 depend on milk
yield of lactation(n�2). The MLHMP software has a facility supporting this feature.An
action may be defined as aSharingStateInstantwhich shares the child of an other
process which accordingly is called aNaturalMotherStateInstant. Both kinds
of actions display with specific symbols in the process tree window. In many models, this
feature may save a lot of memory and computing time.

3.3.2 Distributions

The default representation of a distribution is a simple array where each element represent
a probability. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1 there are, however, several other options
available. Some of the alternative options have been used inthe sow model example.

Usually, parameters (including transition probabilities) are only specified at the bot-
tom level, whereas probabilities of parent processes are calculated from the parameters
and policy of the child. In some cases, however, the transition probabilities of a parent
are independent of the child. In those cases, it is possible to specify the transition proba-
bilities of the parent directly. Even though calculation ofthe probabilities from the child
will provide exactly the same probabilities (if the model has been specified correctly), the
direct specification at parent level will save the calculations needed in order to get the
probabilities from the child. In the example, the founder process has only one state. The
transition probability is therefore always 1. Accordingly, it has been specified directly at
founder level.

When a sow is replaced, the process at child level 1 enters the“Replaced” state. Since
the dummy action defined here is a “Terminator” the model should jump directly to the
founder process with probability 1. This has been defined as adeterministic distribution.

At child level 2, the litter size of the “Suckling” stage is assumed to be normally dis-
tributed, given boar, mating policy and litter size at paritiesn� 2 andn� 1. Accordingly
the distributions have been defined as normal with specified means and standard devia-
tions.

4 Discussion

A Markov decision process is a rather abstract concept. In particular the multi-level vari-
ant may be difficult to grasp and really learn to understand. One of the most important
benefits of the program is to make models directlyvisible through the graphical user in-
terface available as the process tree window (Fig. 1). This user interface may be used
directly by the apprentice to easily construct and run smallexamples from scratch. In
that way it is easy to obtain a general understanding of the structure and parameter needs
of such models - a knowledge which is essential for application of the method for real



world problems. This “demonstration” effect was the original purpose of the process tree
window.

It has, however, later become clear that the process tree window is also a very valuable
tool for the professional user. Even though it is prohibitive to build real world models
from scratch in the process tree window, it serves as a model browser transforming a very
abstract concept to a directly visible model. Even though construction of a real world
model requires that a new plugin is programmed, the programmer may use the process
tree window to check that the structure of the model becomes exactly as desired. The
same applies to parameter values. The plugin defines the parameters, but afterwards the
values may be checked in the process tree window. Even with a rather large model as the
sow replacement example, it only takes a few mouse clicks to take the user to exactly the
part of the model where he wants to check structure or parameters. In other words, the
process tree window serves as an important tool for internalmodel validation.

The results window (Figure 2) is ideal for small demonstration models, but the table
is very large for real world models. The example produces a table with almost 200,000
rows. Nevertheless, the program is able to handle even that big tables, and if the present
or relative values are displayed instead, the number of rowsis almost doubled. For any
practical analysis of results, the contents of the table have to be exported to a text file and
reloaded in a statistical tool. It should be noticed, that exactly the same information is
available by clicking the appropriate nodes of the process tree.

The MLHMP software is a general tool using an object orienteddesign. It is there-
fore very flexible and may represent any ordinary or hierarchic Markov process as long
as time, state spaces and action spaces are discrete. The generality is to some extend in
conflict with efficiency. If a software program is constructed directly for a specific model
it will almost always be possible to take a special structureinto account and thereby im-
prove efficiency. Many features of MLHMP are nevertheless available in order to increase
efficiency (for instance the deterministic transitions, the directly defined transition prob-
abilities of parent processes, and the ability to share child processes if they only differ
concerning the initial distribution.

The example used in this paper is of intermediate size. It corresponds very much
to dairy cow replacement models published in the eighties. It is not assumed that the
MLHMP software is able to handle very big models like [1]. On the other hand, it is the
ambition of the author to build a running multi-level version of the heifer model published
by Mourits [12].
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